
Bible Lesson – Day 1 – Handouts and Directions 

  Key Truth – God created everything that is seen and unseen in 6 days and rested on the 

seventh day. 

 

Our daily Bible lesson is planned to introduce God as creator of the universe and highlight His attributes of creativity, 

trustworthiness, and love for His entire creation, especially us!   

The enclosed Bible Glasses will be used each day.  The children will be instructed to “put on their Bible glasses” when we 

are searching God’s words in the Bible to determine what is true.  They may wear them the entire lesson or take them 

on and off as they prefer.   

Also, we suggest you keep a Bible available so the children may look up the Bible verses we display. The memory verses 

are from the English Standard Version (ESV), the remainder of the verses are from several different versions of the Bible 

(ESV, NIV, etc.) and were picked for ease of understanding.  Encourage them to look up the Bible verses on their own so 

they understand these are God’s words, not the teachers. 

Additionally, the daily “What Now” questions (SEE PAGE 3) are designed to be discussed right after the Bible lesson, 

while things are fresh in the children’s minds.  If that timing doesn’t work, use them at mealtimes or another time during 

the day. 

We consider it a privilege to work with your children.  Thank you! 

 

Day 1  Days of Creation Game 

Needed Supplies  

a. Bible Glasses, 1 per child, - In The KIT 
b. Days of Creation pattern with 7 blank boxes, 1 per child – In The KIT – Also on Page 2 if you do not have 

a kit. 
c. Pens or markers and something hard to write on, 1 per child, - Whatever you have at home 
d. optional, a Bible to look up verses 

 
Instructions – The seven days of creation slide will be displayed for 1 minute on the screen.  The child is to look at 

details, such as a dinosaur on Day 6 or the sun on Day 4.  When the minute is up, they will have one minute to recreate 

what was on each day’s slide from memory.  At the end of the minute they receive one point for each item that is on the 

correct day.  Drawing skill does not matter!  Make this fun and praise all honest efforts! 



 



 

Bible Time  “What Now” Daily Questions 

Discuss these questions right after the Bible Lesson  

or as you have time. 
 

Day 1 

1. Imagine you were in the Garden of Eden and the animals were parading in 

front of you.  What animal would you be the most amazed to see? 

 

2. What difference does it make knowing that God is the Creator and we are 

not an accident and a random bunch of chemicals? 

 
 

3. What did you learn about God today? 

a. Who He is  

b. What He has done or is doing  

c. How that affects me 

 

 

 


